
2.4G Wireless Dimming & CCT Adjustable LED Panel

THE HANDHELD REMOTE CONTROLLER

*  After turned on, the light will automatically detect the 0-10v dimmer setting to determine the brightness. 
   It will default to 100% brightness if there is no dimmer input. 

*  If the dimmer is used, the light brightness will convert to 0-10v dimmer’s current brightness setting.

*  If the remote controller is used, the light brightness will only change from its current brightness.

Turn on

Matching code for light

Release the code and disconnect light from remote controller

Group selecting button

Turn-off delay

Long pressing the ‘ID’ button will keep the controller’s indicator on, then turn
on the light and release the ‘ID’ button after the light flashes, matching code 
complete. Matching code for several lights simultaneously is available.

Grouping lights (matching code process needs to be completed first). Turn 
off the lights, continue pressing the group selection button for 3s, then turn 
on the lights, the lights will flash to finish grouping. 

After selecting the color temperature, press the button “OFF” then turn on the light to save the 
color temperature.
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+ Press the botton                           together, then turn on the light, the light will
flash to finish releasing the code on the lights.

+

Press the             button, the delay function will begin after the light flashes 
once. The light will be turned off after 10s. Pressing the ‘ON’ button will cancel
the delay function. 



2.4G Wireless Dimming & CCT Adjustable LED Panel

THE WALL TYPE REMOTE CONTROLLER

After 10s of each operation the light will enter standby power saving mode. If you need to make adjustments, 
simply press the ‘ON’ button, the indicator will flash to show it is working.

The matching method of hand-hold remote controller and wall-type remote controller, the wall 
controller can copy some of the functions of the hand-hold controller by the following method.

Turn on

Light code combination matching button

Brightness adjustor

Pressing the ‘ON + OFF’ buttons simultaneously will keep the remote controller’s indicator 
on, turn on the light and release the buttons after the light has been on for 2s completing 
the matching process. Matching code for several lights together is available. 

Press the ‘CCT’ button, the color temperature will cycle between 3000k/3500k/4000k/5000k.
After shutting down/turning off the current color temperature will be saved.
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If you need to use both hand-hold controller and wall controller for the same light, please don't 
use this function, directly use the following copy function.


